Different optical nanostructures containing both loss and gain components attract ever-increasing attention as novel advanced materials and building blocks for a variety of nanophotonic and plasmonic applications. Unique tunable optical signatures of the so-called active metamaterials support their utilizing for sensing, imaging, and signal processing on micro-and nanoscales. However, this tunability requires flexible control over the metamaterials parameters, which could be provided by involving a set of nonlinear interactions. In this paper, we propose a method of governing ultrashort pulses by varying the level of a population difference disorder in a random active metamaterial. This enables to deliver three different interaction regimes: self-induced transparency (low disorder), localization regime (moderate disorder), and light amplification (strong disorder) corresponding to strongly different light pulses speeds. Since this control could be realized via rather plain tools, like simple pump tuning, the proposed disordered medium opens a room of opportunities for designing peculiar active component for a whole set of highly demanded optical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the first optical metamaterials utilized plasmonic effects and were based on metal-containing nanostructures, the problem of losses has arisen from the very beginning of this field. The idea to add active (gain) components to nanoplasmonic metamaterials to compensate losses was a natural next step [1] . This concept was successfully applied to negative-refractive-index metamaterials [2, 3] which were of primary interest in the early investigations in nanophotonics. The topic of active metamaterials has gained great momentum since then. Both a number of active structures considered and a list of effects in these structures increased dramatically. For example, widely utilized hyperbolic metamaterials [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] supplemented with gain material allow to reach simultaneously spontaneous emission enhancement and outcoupling of high-wavenumber modes [11] , strong coupling [12] , and loss compensation [13] . Other active nanostructured systems include magnetic metamaterials for tunable reflection [14] , graphene-based random metamaterials [15] , and hybrid metal-semiconductor metasurfaces for polarization switching and light-beam steering [16] . There is a multitude of studies on novel laser sources based on active metamaterials, from dark-state lasing in metal-dielectric systems [17] to metastructures utilizing superconducting qubits [18] and randomly dispersed graphene flakes [15] . The fruitfulness of studies devoted to photonic systems containing both loss and gain is vividly illustrated by the great attention to the so-called PT-symmetric structures in recent years. Although such systems are often developed on the basis of waveguides and cavities (see, e.g., recent reviews [19, 20] ), there are also proposals of PT-symmetric metamaterials [21, 22] . * dvnovitsky@gmail.com
In this paper, we modify the usual loss-gain setting by introducing another variable into system -disorder. Since the seminal paper by P. W. Anderson [23] who predicted the localization of matter waves in disordered lattices, the concept of Anderson localization was transferred to optics and became the starting point of the fruitful field of disordered photonics [24, 25] . It turned out recently that disordered metamaterials are of great interest not only due to Anderson localization [26, 27] , but also can serve for observation of topological state transitions [28] , transmission enhancement [29] , and wavefront shaping [30] .
We study the disordered one-dimensional layered structure with resonant loss and gain. Another feature of our consideration is the emphasis on the dynamics of a short pulse propagation. Therefore, our results belong not only to the fields of active and disordered photonics, but also continue the long chain of investigations devoted to the coherent pulse propagation in resonant media [31] . In particular, our analysis is naturally connected to the studies of the self-induced transparency (SIT) [32, 33] and related coherent effects such as the formation of population density gratings [34, 35] and collisions between solitonic pulses [36] [37] [38] .
In our recent paper [39] , we have proposed the concept of disordered resonant medium which can be considered as a multilayer metamaterial with the density of active particles randomly varying from layer to layer. We have studied pulse localization in this model and analyzed the transition from SIT to localization as a function of a number of parameters, such as disorder parameter, mean particle density, total length, and the thickness of constantdensity layers. Localization in this framework results in a strong suppression of the transmission and enhancement of both the reflection and absorption.
In contrast to that passive system, here we assume that the density of active particles is uniform and study an- other class of disordered resonant media with randomly varying initial population difference. Such a medium can be viewed as a sort of active disordered metamaterials and represents a set of layers with the different levels of loss and/or gain. The ordered case is just the uniform resonantly absorbing medium, whereas the introduction of a disorder means appearance of excited layers: the stronger disorder, the larger excitation. We analyze three concrete models of disorder and demonstrate three different regimes of pulse interaction with the system: the SIT regime, the localization regime, and the amplification regime. The first one is observed at a low disorder and is characterized by almost unperturbed slow soliton propagation. The localization regime occurring at an intermediate disorder implies low output and strong absorption of a radiation inside the structure. At a large disorder, the signal rapidly appears back end of the structure, and the total energy of the transmitted and reflected light is amplified. One can switch between these regimes by changing disorder parameter, e.g., via change of pumping. This allows to obtain dramatically different responses (transmission and reflection) at different levels of disorder that can be used as a basis for tunable optical devices.
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The system considered in this paper consists of a background dielectric doped with active (two-level) atoms (Fig. 1) . Light propagation in this medium can be described in the semiclassical approximation by the wellknown Maxwell-Bloch equations. Namely, we have differential equations for the dimensionless electric-field amplitude Ω = (µ/ ω)E (normalized Rabi frequency), complex amplitude of the atomic polarization ρ, and population difference between the ground and excited state w [31] (see also [38] ):
where τ = ωt and ξ = kz are the dimensionless time and distance, µ is the dipole moment of the quantum transition, is the reduced Planck constant, δ = ∆ω/ω = (ω 0 − ω)/ω is the normalized frequency detuning, ω is the carrier frequency, ω 0 is the frequency of the quantum transition, γ 1 = 1/(ωT 1 ) and γ 2 = 1/(ωT 2 ) are the normalized relaxation rates of population and polarization respectively, and
2 C/3 ω is responsible for the light-matter coupling, where C is the density of twolevel atoms and ω L is the normalized Lorentz frequency. Quantity l = (n 2 d +2)/3 is the local-field enhancement factor due to the polarization of the background dielectric with refractive index n d by the embedded active particles [40] . Further we numerically solve Eqs. (1)-(3) using the finite-difference approach described in Ref. [41] .
We limit our analysis to the one-dimensional system described above as it is usually done in analysis of SIT and similar effects. The parameters used for calculations are characteristic, e.g., for semiconductor quantum dots as the active particles [42, 43] : the relaxation times T 1 = 1 ns and T 2 = 0.1 ns (much larger than light pulse duration, i.e., we are in the coherent regime), the Lorentz 
with the pulse duration of t p = 50 fs. For the pulses of such short duration, we can safely neglect the influence of the near dipole-dipole interactions between the two-level emitters [44] as well as the inhomogeneous broadening [45] . The peak Rabi frequency is given by Ω p = Ω 0 = λ/ √ 2πct p which corresponds to the pulse area of 2π (the 2π SIT pulse). Without loss of generality, we take n d = 1; similar results can be obtained for other values of background refractive index as will be shown directly.
The disorder is introduced through the periodical random variations of the initial population difference w 0 = w(t = 0) along the light propagation direction (see Fig.  1 ). Random distributions of population difference can be created, e.g., in a side-pumping scheme utilized in Ref. [46] . Further we consider three concrete models of disorder, which we call Model I, Model II, and Model III, respectively. These models are the simplest examples of general classes of disorder allowing to study its influence on the system's response. Model I implies that the initial population difference in a given layer can take on any possible value, whereas in the two-valued Model II layers can be either fully inverted or totally unexcited. Finally, Model III can be considered as a straightforward modification of the previous two.
III. MODEL I
Model I implies that the initial population difference in the jth layer of the medium corresponding to the distance (j − 1)δL < z ≤ jδL is given by
where ζ j is the random number uniformly distributed in the range [0; 1] and r is the parameter of the disorder strength. When r = 0, we have the trivial case of purely absorbing (lossy) medium (all w (j) 0 = 1). On the contrary, r = 1 corresponds to the maximal disorder, when loss and gain have equal probability to appear. In other words, the system can be considered as a multilayer (total thickness L) consisting of slabs (thickness δL) with different initial population differences, i.e., different parts of the medium are under different pumping (see Fig. 1 ). For r > 0.5, the gain layers with w (j) 0 < 0 become possible. Thus, the parameter r not only governs deviation from the ordered case of pure loss, but also takes on the role of pumping strength resulting in appearance of gain. An example of distribution governed by Eq. (4) is depicted in Fig. 2(a) for the period of random density variations δL = λ/4 and maximal disorder r = 1. realizations. The average profiles (Fig. 4 at r = 1) have sharp peaks and flat tails. It is interesting that the transmission peak in this case appears at the back end much faster than the SIT soliton at r = 0. The simple estimation shows that the peak corresponds to the time needed for photons to almost freely pass through the medium (∆t pass ∼ L/c ∼ 50t p ), in contrast to SIT regime with slowly moving solitons (∆t pass ∼ 380t p ). Thus, varying the degree of disorder, we have the possibility to control the response time of the medium via registering the transmitted signal: from relatively long times (SIT regime, slow pulse) to infinite time (localization regime, no pulse) to relatively short times (amplification regime, fast pulse).
Another feature is that changing the disorder parameter (e.g., by changing pumping) allows us to switch between the regimes with the prevailing transmission and reflection. Indeed, as we see in Fig. 3(b) , the transition from SIT to localization regime means that the cumulative reflected energy is much higher than the transmitted one, the optimal ratio being at r = 0.7, at the edge of the zero reflected signal due to SIT (r = 0) to the prevailing reflected signal (r = 0.6) and back to the transmitted signal an order of magnitude stronger than the reflected one (r = 1). Thus, varying the degree of disorder, we have the possibility to control the reflection-to-transmission ratio back and forth.
The results reported above were obtained for δL = λ/4 as the thickness of layers with constant initial population difference. Let us now discuss the influence of this parameter on the performance of the disordered medium. We choose the value r = 0.5 sitting in the middle of the localization regime and calculate the average transmission and reflection for different δL as shown in Fig. 5 . (Note that we use smaller number of realizations -25 instead of 100, -since our experience evidences that such number is quite enough to make reliable conclusions). We see that the optimum for localization (i.e., minimum of total output) is in the range 0.1λ ≤ δL ≤ 0.25λ that is in a very good accordance with the results on the problem reported in Ref. [39] . 
IV. MODEL II
Model II can be considered as a simplification of the first one and is governed by the initial population difference in the jth layer of the medium corresponding to (j − 1)δL < z ≤ jδL as follows:
where sgn(x) is the sign function equal to +1 or −1 depending on the sign of the argument x. In contrast to Model I, Eq. (5) implies that the initial population difference can have only two values corresponding to loss (w = −1) layers. As a consequence, there is no the disorder realizations with only loss layers, since for r ≤ 0.5 the system is simply a uniform absorbing medium with all layers having w (j) 0 = 1, whereas the disorder appears only for r > 0.5 and requires the presence of both loss and gain layers (remind that the disorder parameter characterizes the probability of the deviation of the medium from the ground state). An example of the spatial distribution of the initial population difference obtained in the framework of Model II is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Such distributions seem to be simpler than those of Model I and may be preferable from the experimental point of view.
Since the disorder manifests itself only for r > 0.5, it is not obvious that the localization regime will take place in this model at all. Figure 6(a) demonstrates that the localization is indeed possible in Model II at r = 0.6. For larger values of the disorder parameter, the system clearly demonstrates the transition to the amplification regime. Similar to Model I [compare with Fig. 3(a) ], the reflection curve has a characteristic shape with the slowly changing slope in the localization regime. Finally, the ratio of the reflection to transmission [ Fig. 6(b) ] has also a maximum at r = 0.6, i.e., in the localization regime. Thus, one can see that the simple Model II has the same two transitions between three regimes as Model I, although the localization regime can be observed in only a very narrow range of the disorder parameter. This should be taken into account in experiments with this class of disorder models.
Let us examine the performance of Model II at the other set of parameters. In Fig. 7 , we study the dependence of the localization (r = 0.6) on the total thickness of the disordered medium. We see that the average transmission and reflection remain almost unchanged for L ≥ 500. This means that we can take twice as short medium without destroying the localization effect. Such the short medium is used to investigate the importance of active particles density C by varying the Lorentz frequency ω L ∼ C. The results shown in Fig. 8(a) evidence the transition to the localization regime (at r = 0.6) for ω L > 4 · 10 11 s −1 , so that we can take the density of active particles diluted in two times in comparison with our initial consideration. What is also important, for longer (but still coherent) pulses, the localization threshold substantially decreases as shown for t p = 200 fs in Fig. 8(b) . Indeed, we see localization already for ω L > 1 · 10 11 s −1 . Moreover, there is an optimal value of density corresponding to the minimal transmission, so that the transmission gradually increases as the density grows. Finally, in Fig. 9 , we show that the same three regimes can be obtained with non-vacuum host medium. We use for the calculations a silica-glass-like lossless medium with n d = 1.5. We see the minimal transmission at r = 0.55 and even a small dip on the total output curve (the number of r points is higher than in Fig. 6 ). Thus, one can obtain similar results in a more experimentally realistic setup than the system with active particles in vacuum.
V. MODEL III
Two previous models have one common feature: in the limit r = 1, the probabilities for the loss or gain layer to appear are equal. Therefore, it is worth to consider another model called Model III, in which we can transfer from the entirely loss medium (r = 0) to the purely gain one (r = 1). The condition for initial population difference in this model can be written as
or
These formulas give the w(0) distributions similar to those shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) , respectively. Since in this case we have quadratic dependence on the disorder parameter, the direct comparison with the linear laws (4) and (5) is not suitable. However, as the calculations for the case of Eq. (7) show, the transitions from the SIT to the localization and then to amplification is observed in this model as well. A simple estimate shows that in this case, we have the purely absorbing medium (w Fig.  10 . There is a sharp minimum of transmission (down to several percent) at r ≈ 0.32 corroborating the transition to the localization regime. For a larger r, we see almost exponential growth of the transmission indicating the transition to the amplification regime. At the same time, the reflection reaches maximum at r ≈ 0.6 and then substantially decreases, so that the purely amplifying medium is mostly transmissive as well as the purely absorbing one. This can be explained by the fact that in both these limiting cases, we deal with the ordered medium having much less reflection (due to SIT effect) than the disordered one by default.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied the propagation of ultrashort pulses in the resonant multilayered medium with initial population difference randomly varying along the propagation direction. Calculations performed for three possible models of the disorder reveal two transitions (and, correspondingly, three different regimes) in such the system as the disorder parameter grows and the medium starts to strongly deviate from the uniform absorbing medium. The transitions are: from the selfinduced transparency regime to the localization regime and then to the amplification regime. The latter appears, only when the population difference can take negative values and the disorder parameter is large enough. Coexistence of the three regimes in the same system opens the room of opportunities for a flexible control over the optical response of the medium. In particular, we show the possibility to govern the reflection-to-transmission ratio and the speed of a pulse propagation through the medium by changing the disorder parameter via, e.g., utilizing tunable pumping. Thus, we propose the active multilayered disordered metamaterial-like system (e.g., quantum-dot-based) enabling to switch between different light-interaction regimes, which is of high demand for a variety of applications, such as imaging, signal processing, and as a basis for ultracompact light absorbers (localization regime). 
